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Abstract
Acoustic musical instruments exhibit a covariation of loudness and timbre. Stronger
dynamics in performance result in more overtones and a brighter sound. This change can
often be characterized by a increase in spectrum slope.
This study investigated the preferences for spectrum slope among musicians trained on
the acoustic piano. Is the desired spectrum slope common to different performers? The
study was intended to be preliminary one, aiming to answer if the preferences are
common or not.
The acoustic piano was used as a point of departure since its spectrum slope varies
significantly between weak and strong dynamics. For the purpose of the investigation an
additive synthesizer was implemented. It borrowed some features of the piano to make it
comfortable for pianists to play. The timbre was intentionally kept simple, synthetic and
abstract so that the spectrum slope would be the prominent feature of the instrument
sound.
Several subjects with good piano-playing skills completed a test. They were asked to
play the additive synthesizer and adjust the spectrum slope for their strongest and their
weakest dynamic. These settings were then compared. The actual dynamics were
recorded as MIDI-data.
An attempt to investigate force as a measure of effort in dynamic playing on the
keyboard was made. The purpose was to establish a relation between effort and spectrum
slope. Using force as a measure of effort when playing MIDI-keyboards turned out to be
problematic since it seems to depend on whether it is played with staccato or legato touch.
Despite some limitations in the methods employed the results clearly showed that
subjects were consistent and made reproducible settings, but that the preferences varied
considerably between subjects. The study suggests that spectrum slope in itself is a
matter of individual preference and varies among performers.
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Sammanfattning
Akustiska musikinstrument påvisar en samvariation mellan ljudstyrka och klangfärg.
Starkare anslag ger fler övertoner och en rikare klang. Denna förändring beskrivs ofta av
en ökning i spektrumlutning.
Denna studie undersökte preferenser i spektrumlutning bland musiker som skolats i
pianospel. Är den eftersträvade spektrumlutningen gemensam för olika musiker? Studien
hade för avsikt att vara en preliminär sådan och syftade till att svara på frågan om
preferenserna är gemensamma eller inte.
Det akustiska pianot användes som utgångspunkt eftersom dess spektrumlutning skiftar
avsevärt mellan svagt och hårt anslag. Med anledning av studien implementerades en
additiv synthesizer. Den lånade egenskaper från pianot för att den skulle vara bekväm för
pianister att spela på. Klangen gjordes avsiktligt enkel, syntetisk och abstrakt så att
spektrumlutningen skulle vara det utmärkande draget för instrumentets ljud.
Flera försökspersoner med goda färigheter i pianospel fullföljde ett test. De blev
ombedda att spela på den additiva synthesizern och justera spektrumlutningen för deras
starkaste och deras svagaste anslag. Dessa inställningar jämfördes sedan. Den faktiska
anslagsstyrkan spelades in i form av MIDI-data.
En ansats att undersöka kraft som ett mått på ansträngning vid dynamiskt spel på
klaviatur gjordes. Syftet var att fastställa relationen mellan ansträngning och
spektrumlutning. Att använda kraft som ett mått på ansträngning vid spel av MIDIklaviatur visade sig vara problematiskt eftersom den verkade bero på huruvida man
spelade staccato eller legato.
Trots vissa begränsningar i de metoder som användes visar resultaten tydligt att
försökspersonerna var konsekventa och gjorde reproducerbara inställningar, men att
inställningarna varierade avsevärt mellan olika personer. Studien antyder att
spektrumlutning i sig är en fråga om individuella preferenser och varierar mellan olika
musiker.
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1 Introduction
Most synthesizers today use electronic or numerical filters to manipulate the timbre. The
market is dominated by so called subtractive synthesis that uses waveforms rich in
overtones, either purely synthetic or samples from an acoustic sound source, that is
passed through a (low pass-)filter. These electric filters are characterized by a certain
cutoff frequency and a fixed slope that is dictated by the order of the filter. A usual way
of making the synthesizer respond to different dynamics is to change the sound level and
the filter cutoff frequency. When it is played with a stronger dynamic the sound becomes
louder and the cutoff is moved to a higher frequency and this makes the sound brighter.
Acoustical instruments on the other hand respond differently when played with more
effort. The piano, for example, changes its spectral slope quite drastically when going
from pp to ff, making the sound brighter in a seamless manner, varying the amplitude
and the slope.
The spectrum of a piano is not as regular as that of a synthesizer, the spectrum slope is
more of a descriptive property of spectra. Nonetheless it is distinctly different from the
behavior of electrical filters in most mainstream synthesizers today.
This project is a first step to find out how this property can be used to enhance purely
synthetic sounds played with the keyboard. The behavior of traditional acoustical
instruments has had a lot more time to develop than synthesizers have. This
development one could argue has been a (pragmatic) trial and error process. With time it
has come to rest at a point where its properties were felt to make it behave in desirable
ways as a tool for expression. This is one reason to investigate what properties of
acoustical instruments can be useful in making the synthesizer a better, more expressive
and ultimately a more desirable instrument for performance.
Some possible research questions are:
Do pianists prefer the same spectral slope? (When used on a keyboardsynthesizer)
What is the relation between the effort needed to play and the brightness in
sound, the spectral slope that performers would prefer?
What constitutes a “good” synthesizer sound?
Can introduction of variable spectral slope in synthesizer make it a more
expressive instrument?
This project investigates the first question to see if there is a clear common preference
among performers. It also approaches the question of effort in playing, trying to relate
timbre to physical quantities.
5

This study uses the acoustical piano as a point of departure. Its timbral features are
studied briefly. An additive synthesizer is implemented and features similar to those of
the piano are used to govern its timbral behavior. The timbre characteristics of initial
spectrum slope and decay of partials were adjusted.
The aim was to use an abstract sound with no direct resemblance to actual instruments
but that still would feel comfortable for pianists and that has a dynamical spectrum slope.
In this way the aspect of spectrum slope was isolated to find out if its significance is of a
more general character. For the purpose of creating an abstract instrument sound
additive synthesis was used. It does not impose any references to actual instruments and
has the advantage that the spectrum slope can easily be set explicitly.

2 Background
2.1 Spectrum slope
The spectrum slope is one of the fundamental properties of a spectrum, relating in this
case to the timbre of musical instruments. Many harmonic musical sounds have a
decreasing spectral envelope. That is, the higher the partials are in frequency, the weaker
they become. This relationship between partial amplitudes can be described by a spectral
slope, a gradual decrease in the higher partials. The decrease is usually quantified as a
number of dB/octave.
In most traditional acoustical instruments there is a relation between timbre and
loudness. As one plays harder, both the loudness and brightness of the sound increase.
There is coupling between "volume" and treble. This feature has developed through
history to be included in many types of instruments . Although this is achieved by
different mechanisms in different instruments, it seems to be a desirable property of
musical instruments. One explanation for this could be that this is a characteristic
feature of the human voice and is expressed both in speech and singing. Since the voice
is a means of expression so important to humans and also one that we all learn, it is
maybe not surprising that it has influenced the development of musical instruments. [1]
Also this nonlinear behavior is hard to avoid in acoustical instruments even if one would
want to. Most systems are to a certain extent nonlinear.
Often the nonlinearity is nessesary for sustaining the oscillation.

2.2 Some aspects of timbre and dynamic response of the
acoustic piano.
The following is a brief account of the timbre and dynamic response of the acoustic
piano. The presentation is limited to these properties because a complete account of the
piano would be outside the scope of this work. Inharmonicity of the partials and the
noise in the attack of piano sound are not described, since they were not considered vital
in this preliminary investigation into spectrum slope using an abstract synthetic sound.
6

2.2.1 Timbre
The timbre of the piano varies considerably when the instrument is played at different
dynamics. The piano exhibits the usual co-variation between volume and treble. In the
piano the primary mechanism for achieving this is the non-linearity of the piano
hammer. The hammer is covered by felt. When it strikes the strings it becomes
compressed in a non-linear fashion.
When the piano key is struck by the performer, a mechanism is triggered that throws a
hammer against the strings belonging to that key. The hammer is thrown by the
mechanism and arrives of its own velocity to strike the string. So, once the hammer is
thrown away, the performer no longer has any influence on the sound generation.
Depending on how fast the hammer strikes the strings, its felt is compressed
accordingly. The compression makes the hammer harder or softer as perceived by the
strings. A harder hammer bounces off more quickly. The string is exited by a shorter,
stronger and sharper force pulse. This gives a waveform more rich in high frequency
partials. When played with a softer touch the felt is less compressed, the hammer stays in
contact with the string for a longer time, giving both a longer and weaker force pulse.
This excitation gives a sound that is weaker and has a more steep spectral slope, that is
the higher partials are weaker. [2][3]

Fig. 2.1 String spectra for different dynamics showing the variation in spectrum slope[2]
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The spectral envelope of the piano tone drops after a certain frequency, after which the
partials decrease with a certain spectral slope. The frequency is the partial or the string
mode that gets the strongest excitation. This frequency is dependant on the relation
between the contact time between hammer and string, and half the period of a partial.
The partial which has a period that is closest to twice the contact time gets the maximum
excitation and thus the maximum amplitude. In the treble range from C4 the frequency
satisfying this relationship is close to or below the fundamental.
This is mainly because the hammer is heavier in relation to the strings in the treble
range, and thus the contact time is relatively longer causing higher partials (string modes)
to be less exited. This gives rise to different spectrum slopes for different dynamics as
well as differences across the range of the piano. Approximate values resulting from this
have been studied by Askenfelt and Jansson [2]. The spectrum of C4 has an approximate
slope of - 18dB/oct for higher modes, while C7 has a corresponding slope of 30dB/oct. Both were measured at the same dynamic, mezzo forte (medium strong).
Furthermore assuming a audible range of 50-60dB below the strongest partial the
number of significant partials were estimated by the same authors. The slope would
result in around 15 significant partials for C4 (midrange) and just 6 for C7 (treble) [2].

2.2.2 Decay
The decay of the piano tone is characterized by a faster decay the higher the partials are.
The spectral envelope and thus the timbre changes over time. (Fig 2.2) [3]

Fig. 2.2 Decay times of partials [4]
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The overall decay of sound level can be characterized by two decay phases, at least for
middle and upper range. The first is steeper, here the strings are in phase and thus they
transfer energy more efficiently to the sound board. In the second phase they are not
vibrating in phase and thus decreasing the sound radiation.

Fig. 2.3 Sound level decay.[4]

2.2.3 Dynamics
The sound level difference between single piano notes played at the weakest dynamic
pianissimo and the strongest fortissimo is 30 to 35 dB. Much of this difference is due to
changes in timbre. When the piano is played at fortissimo the higher partials are stronger.
[4]

2.3 Additive synthesis
Additive synthesis is based on the principle that any periodic signal can be decomposed
into a sum of sine waves of harmonically related frequency with different amplitude and
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phase. In the same way one can construct an arbitrary periodic signal by adding
sufficiently many sine waves. This is the essence of Fourier's theorem.
To make a harmonic musical sound, sine waves with frequencies that are integer
multiples of a fundamental frequency are added together. These sine waves constitute the
partials of the sound. The first partial is called the fundamental. By adding different
proportions of the partials different musical timbres are achieved.
Additive synthesis is complex. The amplitude of every sine wave has to be specified and
appropriate functions to control these amplitudes through time have to be determined.
By formulating a relationship between the partials and controlling this with a few
parameters one can reduce this complexity and make it easier for the user to adjust the
timbre.

3 Methods
In the beginning of this project different approaches were considered and tried out. The
objective was to measure preferences in spectrum slope in a adequate, relevant and
reproducible way. The test should measure “the same" preference for different subjects.
The idea of using piano sounds was eventually abandoned in the different approaches.
In the end only an additive synthesizer with variable spectrum slope was used. It had an
intentionally abstract and simple sound, in order get away from any reference to real
instruments. The purpose of this was to have a sound that would hopefully convey only
spectrum slope.

3.1 Approaches
The first approach was to use a high quality sampled piano to assess some kind of
approximate norm for preferences in spectrum slope, and then be able to compare those
results to settings on the synthesizer. By adjusting the touch-sensitivity one might hope
to find a clear relationship between touch and slope. One subject tried this kind of setup
thoroughly twice. It was clear very early on that the he could hear the transitions between
samples for different touch. The sampled piano was the GIGAPIANO(by
Nemesys/Tascam). It uses 1Gb of recorded samples to emulate a concert grand. It had
three to five layers of samples for different dynamics. This of course is not enough when
trying to analyze the spectral characteristics for different dynamics, and be able to state
some general claims. Also there was no guarantee that this piano together with a MIDIkeyboard would be representative of pianos. This approach was abandoned because the
quest for a highly realistic sampled piano was out of scope.
Another issue is the function that maps the MIDI-key velocity to different sound
properties such as sound level and timbre; or, more generally, the relationship between
dynamics in playing and sound. Is there a simple, generic function that describes this
relationship? When playing successively harder, how should the instrument respond?
What kind of function would be suitable to describe this behavior? No definitive answer
to what kind of transition people would prefer between their strongest and weakest
dynamics on MIDI-instruments was found in previous studies.
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Initially, a simple MIDI-velocity transfer-function was used. It was intended to change
the sensitivity of the sound source by introducing a threshold at which the sound would
start to become stronger and a saturation- level where it stopped changing (for strong
touch). Between those values the velocity was a linear function.
This function turned out to be hard to explain to the subject, and it gave insufficient
feedback, when used with the synthesizer. It also took a lot of time to adjust because of
the vague feedback. Instead it was decided to let the subjects concentrate on the setting
of the spectrum slope and to have more time to repeat this setting a few times.

Fig 3.1
Final approach
When different parameters such as sound level, dynamic range and timbre are adjusted
they influence each other. Changes in timbre will influence sound level. The sound level
influences our ability to perceive different frequencies and thus our perception of timbre
(see below).
It would be desirable to eliminate this interaction by letting some of these parameters
be constant. That way the results would be easier to compare. The final approach
reflected this idea. The number of parameters adjustable by the subjects was limited to
the spectrum slope for strong and weak dynamics.
In the end, a linear transition between strong and weak dynamics was chosen. A linear
increase in MIDI-velocity gave a linear increase in sound level (dB) and a linear increase
in spectrum slope between two values.
The final approach was to try to measure the timbral preferences for each subject for
their strongest and their weakest dynamic. Because all other settings were held constant,
the spectral slope setting could be repeated for each subject to assess the "correctness"
and consistency in their settings. The slope was set for the maximum and minimum
MIDI-velocity of the system. The absolute maximum and minimum dynamic used by the
subject was also recorded. Fig. 3.1 shows these parameters and the linear interpolation
for different MIDI-velocities.
The linear transition was really only used to obtain the spectrum slope for a certain
MIDI-velocity, given the settings for the minimum and maximum velocity of the system
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(1 and 127). The measurements would yield two points for each round of settings
relating the minimum and maximum dynamics the subject usually would use, to timbres
expressed by two corresponding values of spectrum slope.
It was decided that only the three keys C4 C5 and C6 in the instrument range would be
tested. Together with the limitations mentioned this would give more time to let subjects
repeat their settings to assess any reproducibility.
Because this investigation into spectrum slope was meant to be a preliminary, some
aspects were not taken under consideration. The individual hearing of the subjects was
not measured. Because of time constraints this was considered unfeasible for this kind
of project. The aspect of perceived loudness as given by the Fletcher-Munson curves was
reviewed since this might affect the perception of different frequencies. No
compensation for this was made in the design of the instrument. One reason is that the
curves are fairly uniform in the area where the instrument was played, i.e. above 235 Hz
and for reasonably high sound levels. Either it would affect all subjects equally or it could
not be employed with accuracy if the subjects’ hearing was not investigated first and
proven to be equivalent. This topic is discussed further in section 7.1.

3.2 Setup
For the purpose of this project MIDI-controllers and MIDI-data were used for
controlling sound. This gives the advantage of a environment that is easy to control and
where it is easy to collect data about performance.
The setup used consisted primarily of two components. The first, a MIDI-keyboard
with weighted keys translates the performance of the player, i.e. the velocity with which
the keys are struck, to MIDI-velocity. Key-number and note on-velocity is sent to
control sound generation. The keyboard used throughout this project was a Roland A90. It has the possibility of selecting different sensitivity curves. One of these, the default
"linear" setting (nr 1) was used consistently. The documentation of the keyboard did not
however specify what this meant in acoustic terms.
An incremental MIDI-controller with knobs was used to adjust parameters of the
synthesizer by the subject. Its knobs had no endpoints, they could be rotated in both
directions indefinitely. The increment or decrement is used to change a certain value at
the receiver end. In this way the user can not see what value he has set, but is forced to
listen to the changed sound as produced by turning the knob.
At the receiver end is the second component, the synthesizer. It was completely in the
software domain of a computer. The computer was connected to the controllers via a
MIDI-interface.
The same computer was also used to record MIDI-velocity for the analysis of the
subjects playing preferences, that is the absolute dynamics they used when playing. For
this purpose a MIDI-sequencer was used (Emagic Logic 6.4 on Apple iBook G4).
The sound from the computer was then sent through a mixer console to a pair of high
quality powered speakers.
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4 The additive synthesizer
4.1 specification
The aim was not to construct a synthesizer that sounded like a piano, but to make a
synthesizer that pianists would feel comfortable playing. Therefore it should behave in a
manner that was similar the piano, but still be abstract so that the spectral slope would be
the only expressive feature. Additive synthesis was used because it allows for
manipulation of the spectrum slope in a simple and straightforward way, and because it
doesn’t impose any references to actual instruments and therefore lends itself well for
abstract synthetic sounds.
The design of the synthesizer was intentionally made simple. The simplifications
reflected the desire to adjust and measure only the spectral slope. For this purpose a
simple timbre consisting of a complete harmonic overtone spectrum with 32 partials was
used. By adjusting the relationship between the partials the spectral slope of the sound
could be changed.
The spectral envelope was simplified to a dB/octave decrease in higher partials, starting
from the fundamental, which was always the strongest partial (except for 0db/oct. slope).
As we saw earlier in the piano this might occur at a frequency above the fundamental,
that is related to the contact time. In the upper range of the piano, from C4 and above,
this frequency is close to or at the fundamental.
The inharmonicity of the piano sound was not used. The noise components in the
attack were also neglected since they were not considered important for expressing the
spectrum slope property.
The design criteria for the additive synthesizer were the following:
it should produce sufficiently many partials
the spectral slope should be adjustable for both weak and strong
dynamics/touch.
Provide for adjustable loudness difference between weak and strong.
avoid aliasing
the decay of higher partials should be faster than for low partials.

4.2 Implementation
Initially an existing implementation of an additive synthesizer was used. That
implementation was done as an external (kind of plug-in) for Pd (Pure Data), which is an
open source object-oriented graphical real-time data- and sound processing system.
Because of problems with latency it was abandoned. Instead Reaktor (by Native
Instruments) was used to implement an additive synthesizer for the purpose of this
project.
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4.2.1 About Reaktor
Reaktor is a graphical environment for creating different sound-processing and soundgeneration. A huge amount of modules and abstractions can be interconnected in the
software to create the desired functionality, by clicking and dragging. In many ways it
resembles a modular synthesizer.

Fig 4.1 Structure view
Views
There are two views of everything built in Reaktor. Modules are connected using wires in
what is called the Structure view. This is where all modules are instantiated and connected
with wires to provide some sort of functionality. Modules and abstractions can be
adjusted by knobs, sliders and other graphic user-interface elements in the Panel view.
Typically some modules have some fixed set of controls that show up in the Panel view
when they are instantiated in the structure. Additional controls can be made by adding
some sort of control module to the structure. For example by adding a knob module and
connecting its output to an oscillator module, a knob with which you can control a
parameter of the oscillator shows up in the Panel view.
Building-blocks
The basic building-blocks in reaktor are called modules. They work like black box
abstractions, one cannot look inside them or change their functionality. Modules can be
connected by wires. By connecting different modules different sound or event processing
can be achieved. The inputs are always on the left side of the module and the outputs on
the right side.
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To minimize the complexity of many interconnected modules, different levels of
abstractions can be created. The basic and most general form of abstraction is called a
Macro. A Macro has certain number of inputs and output that can be defined by the
user. In every other sense it can be used just like a module, as a building-block that can
be copied and used several times and connected to other building blocks.
Wires
The lines that connect different building-blocks in Reaktor are referred to as wires. The
general rule is that a wire can only be drawn from the output of one building-block to
the input of another, i.e. from the right side of one to the left side of another.
Wires carry one of two kinds of signals. All signals in Reaktor are either Audio or Event
signals. Audio signals are signals that are continually updated. They may be either sound
or control voltages. Most often this is sound that is being sent through the wires and
modules at the current audio sampling frequency of the system.
Event signals are updated when their source i.e. the module they originate from changes
its value. Their use is mainly control of parameter settings in other modules or to trigger
something.
An Audio signal can not be fed into a building-block input that only receives event
signals, without first sampling it at the lower frequency. Event signals can be fed into
Audio inputs. A constant Audio signal is then produced until it changes its value.
Signals carry values that should either be interpreted as linear or logarithmic. This is
reflected in inputs and outputs that are designed to react to logarithmic or linear values.
One can convert between these domains using specialized logarithm and exponential
function modules.
Instrument and Ensemble
On a higher level, functionality is grouped in Instruments that have their own MIDIhandling. Almost everything one can make is connected with MIDI and Audio I/O. The
instruments in Reaktor are connected to audio inputs and/or outputs on the Ensemble
level. Ensembles are the current state and setup of Reaktor.
Snapshots
Snapshots enable the user to save the settings of all controls visible in the Panel view as
well as values of MIDI-controllers. The snapshots record the state of an instrument. This
corresponds to what is usually referred to as "programs" or "patches" in synthesizers. By
recalling a snapshot all the settings are restored to the state in which they were saved.
Snapshots were used to save the spectral slope settings made by the subjects.
MIDI key-velocity
Most modules in Reaktor are well documented and straightforward to use. One thing
that is not obvious is the effect of different note velocities on the amplitude of envelopes
and thus the sound amplitude produced by our synthesizer. Reaktor uses so-called gate
signals which are normal event signals that change between zero and a positive value,
typically 0 and 1 or 0 and 127. When a receiver of gate signals such as an envelope
module receives a positive value, the envelope is triggered and goes through all its states,
except for the release state which it switches to immediately when the gate signal
becomes zero. The amplitude is determined by the positive value that triggered the
envelope.
The exact relationship between velocity and amplitude of envelopes was not defined
anywhere in the documentation. Therefore the amplitudes of envelopes were verified by
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empirical tests and also by consulting the designers of Reaktor. It was found that a linear
increase in MIDI-key velocity gives a linear increase in amplitude.
Oscillators
In Reaktor one usually has a group of oscillators that are on all the time. What
determines their amplitude is some sort of envelope generator that modulates the
amplitude. The envelopes can be put before or after the oscillators in the signal path,
controlling the amplitude or modulating the output.
To create additive synthesis in Reaktor one can use the dedicated oscillator module
Multi-Sine. It consists of four sine-wave oscillators. Both the pitch and amplitude can be
controlled. An input (P) controls the fundamental frequency on the MIDI-note number
scale. Four inputs (F1-F4) control the frequency of the sine-waves as ratios of the
fundamental. Several instances of Multi-sine modules can be used in parallel, each one
fed with the same fundamental note-number but with four different ratios each, to
produce a complete harmonic spectrum. Four other inputs regulate the linear amplitude
of each sine wave.

4.2.2 Implementation
The implementation centered around 32 sine waves being generated and modulated in
parallel. The number of partials was chosen to 32 because it was judged to be sufficient
assuming that the spectral slope would not be set very high in the range of the
instrument where the tests were carried out. This assumption was based on the estimates
that where mentioned in section 2.2.1. For settings below -6dB/oct. partials would
eventually drop 50 dB or more below the strongest partial and thus become insignificant.
This in relation to the actual settings that made is discussed further in section 6.2
Spectrum Slope
To control the spectral slope of the sound a macro called SlopeValues was constructed.
It had one input that is proportional to MIDI-velocity. Only the velocity values between
1 and 127 are considered, 0 is truncated to 1. This is because in most MIDI-instruments,
including Reaktor, the release of a MIDI-key is signaled by a Note-on message with
velocity set to 0. [5]
The values 1 to 127 are then used to interpolate (linearly) a value of spectral slope
between the value for the maximum velocity, called MaxSl and the value for the
minimum velocity called MinSl, which occurs for the value 1. So typically MIDI-velocity
64 yields a spectral slope in-between the maximum and minimum settings. These settings
are made by the test subjects through the physical MIDI-controller knobs connected to
the system, and assigned to two knobs in the Panel view controlling these settings.
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Fig 4.2 Panel view. The graphical interface of the additive synthesizer.
The selected value for the spectrum slope is used to calculate the relationship between
partials. The value is passed to a network of arithmetic modules that calculate the
amplitude coefficients for all partials in dB relative to the fundamental which has level 0
(dB). Thus the following is computed:
(spectrum slope)log2(n)
where the spectral slope is a negative value, for example -6dB/octave. n is the partial
number (n=1 is the fundamental). For each partial there was an output with this value.
The values were fed into the envelope section where they were modulated.
Envelope section
An array of 32 ADR-envelopes together with some logic was used to modulate the
amplitude of the partials over time. Their function was both to modulate the overall
loudness and to "damp" the higher partials faster then the low ones. This was initially
supposed to mimic decay of higher partials in a piano but the real purpose was to avoid
the timbre of the sound from becoming too static over time.
The amplitude coefficients were modulated by the envelope section and were then sent
to control the levels of the partials generated by the Multi-Sine modules.
The ADR-envelope modules used have a fairly simple functionality. The parameters are
the attack-time, decay-time and the release time. All envelopes in Reaktor accept
logarithmic time only, expressed in the somewhat exotic unit of dB/ms i.e. 10log(t/1ms).
The envelopes in Reaktor are triggered and "terminated" in the same way as on most
MIDI-controlled synthesizers. When a key is struck and a MIDI-note on message is sent,
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the attack phase is entered and the amplitude rises to an amplitude that is proportional to
the MIDI-velocity. That is the linear amplitude is proportional to velocity.
Dynamics
To control the dynamics of the synthesizer a parameter was introduced. The Dynamics
knob controlled how much the dynamics would vary (linearly in dB) for the fundamental
between the weakest possible dynamic (velocity 1) and the strongest. The parameter
reading shows the relative level (dB) for the minimum dynamic.
This section changed the behavior of the envelopes. For a linear increase in MIDI key
velocity they responded with a linear increase in sound-level instead of amplitude.
Aliasing
By inspection using spectral analysis it turned out that Reaktor does not automatically
take care of sine waves that are above half the sampling frequency of the system. As a
result aliasing would occur when playing C6. To avoid this a switch was introduced that
would turn off the highest partials when C6 was played during the test.

4.3 Adjustments of parameters
Adjustments to the envelopes were done by ear and by using a real-time FFT-analyzer
(RTsect). A sampled piano was then compared to the synthesizer. It proved to be rather
difficult to try to mimic the decay of the piano, because of the complex and irregular
variations in the piano tone. Also the 'double decay' (section 2) made it hard to replicate
the decay of the piano. In the end a decay setting was chosen that did not sound too
static. The decay was set shorter for the higher notes (C5,C6). The attack and releasetimes for the envelopes were set to be short. All envelope settings were constant for all
subject and test occasions.
The dynamics parameter was set to 30 dB. This meant that the sound-level of the
fundamental would change 30dB linearly between the weakest and the strongest
keystrokes (MIDI-key velocity 1 and 127).

4.4 Verification
The synthesizer’s performance was verified for two cases. The most important reason for
this verification was that the timbre generation was implemented from scratch. It was
important to know that the knobs and displays gave an accurate indication of the
spectrum slope.
Several sound files of the additive synthesizer were generated by the sequencer for
MIDI-velocities 127, 64 and 1. These were then analyzed with FFT to find the levels of
partials and verify that they behaved in an intended manner. Several tools for analysis
were tried out. It proved that straight FFT as it was implemented in Sect (Hitech
Development) was sometimes quite inaccurate in determining the exact behavior of the
synthesizer and of Reaktor. The partials were at different distances from the FFT points,
so that gave irregular deviations (errors).
Instead interpolated FFT in RTSect was used in verification. This tool is a real time
analyzer that uses the internal sound card for measurement. This gave rise to a couple of
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small “bumps” in the spectrum, due to the frequency response of the soundcard, but was
considered to be accurate enough.
The verification was to test the manipulation and proper behavior of the spectral slope.
First it was tested for a slope of -6dB/oct which the additive synthesizer produced for
velocity 127. The slope between the first and the 32nd partial was measured to -30.3dB
which is reasonably close to the theoretical value of 30dB for five octaves.(see fig 4.3)
Then the slope of 18dB/oct for velocity 1 was tested. Between the first and fourth partial
-36.4 dB was measured which is close to the theoretical value of -36dB/oct for two
octaves.
This showed that Reaktor and the synthesizer produced a harmonic spectrum in
accordance with the settings of the spectral slope.

Fig. 4.3 Slope -6dB/oct.
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Fig. 4.4 Slope -18dB/oct.

5 Test
The test was performed at KTH/TMH in Stockholm at five different occasions. The
tests were carried out in a sound-proof room designed specifically for recording. A total
of nine subjects participated. They were current or former students of the Royal College
of Music in Stockholm, there was a composer/pianist and staff at TMH with similar
background, i.e good piano/keyboard skill. The subjects were chosen on the basis of
extensive experience with the acoustical piano since it was assumed that this would make
them more sensitive and demanding in matters such as timbre and dynamics.
It could have been interesting to have a control group of subjects that did not play the
piano at all, to see if the there would be a difference in preferences, if this would have
any significance. Organists could be used, but they would not be used to playing with
dynamic timbre, and thus there would probably be a significant learning effect. Also it
would be hard to find subjects that did not play the piano at all. It is so common and
therefore pianists were chosen. This was also a question of resources, or how many
subjects that could be found at the time.
A DAT recorder was used to record speech and instrument sound as it was in the
laboratory on one channel, and the synthesizer on the other channel. This was primarily
to be able to review the instructions given to the subjects, if the results got unreasonably
strange, one could go back and listen to the tape to see if there had been any ambiguity
in the instructions given.
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First the subjects were asked to describe their piano/keyboard experience.
•

For how long they had been playing.

•

If they had any formal education.

•

What their musical preferences were. (This also included information about their
use of other keyboard instruments such as synthesizers, electric pianos etc.)

A short instruction in Swedish was given. The following is a translation.
"You will now play on a synthesizer were you can adjust the timbre. I want you to
adjust the timbre according to the touch you prefer and not to adjust your touch in
relation to the timbre.
You are to play the hardest touch and the softest touch that you normally use and
adjust the timbre accordingly. You should adjust the timbre on this instrument until you
feel that it responds appropriately to your touch. Take the time you need.
We will do this for the following keys and repeat the procedure a few times. For each
key you should adjust the timbre both for the maximum and the minimum
touch/dynamic you would normally use."
The workings of the incremental MIDI-controller knobs were explained and the subject
was asked to start trying to adjust the timbre of the first key.
The subjects completed this procedure for each key. When they were finished with
adjusting the timbre for the key in question they were asked to play three strokes of both
their strongest and their weakest dynamic. This was recorded by a MIDI-sequencer.
The procedure was repeated for all three keys (C4, C5, C6), and all three keys were
adjusted four times, with some exceptions. One subject (CS) took more time to adjust
the slope. This however turned out to give a better consistency in the settings between
rounds.
The first round the spectrum slope was initiatialized to -40 dB/oct for both maximum
and minimum slope. The following rounds it was initialized to a random value, to make
sure the subjects had to put some effort into finding their preferred settings.
The subjects could not see the values of their settings because of the endless knobs. They
did not see the computer screen either so they had to listen to the sound and how it
changed.
Most subjects needed just under an hour to complete the test including instructions,
comments and some discussion. Some of this time was used for writing logs during
recording of MIDI-data.
Much care was taken to avoid influencing the subjects in their settings, even though
sometimes it was obvious that their settings varied considerably.
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6 Results and Analysis
6.1 Results
The results from the experiments are shown in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2. The graphs show the
spectral slope set by the subjects as well as their weakest and strongest touch for each of
these settings (rounds). The circles indicate the average MIDI-velocity for the weakest
and strongest touch performed by the subjects. There is one pair of points for each take.
They are printed on top of the lines indicating the spectral slope settings.
The rows represent a subject, and columns represent the key that was set. All takes are
thus overlaid for comparison. (Number of takes was 4 except for subject CS (3 takes))
Out of the nine persons that took part in this test the results from the first subject were
discarded. Because the data was recorded jointly by the sequencer and Reaktor an
unfortunate problem with a computer crash during the test made the data inconsistent.
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Fig. 6.1 Spectral slope (dB/oct.) vs. MIDI key-velocity
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Fig. 6.2 Spectral slope (dB/oct.) vs. MIDI key-velocity
The diagrams show settings of the initial spectrum slope of the sound plotted against
MIDI key-velocity. The spectrum slope is set for the minimum (1) and maximum (127)
MIDI key-velocity. Since linear interpolation is used to determine the slope for a specific
velocity value, a line is drawn that shows the spectral slope for all velocities.
Subjects usually play somewhere in-between the minimum and maximum. Their own
minimum and maximum dynamic is also often limited to a certain range. Therefore the
actual velocity values they played are displayed as circles on their respective line. One for
their strongest dynamic, and one for their weakest. Most subjects did four rounds of the
experiment, that is four takes on adjusting each key. So there are four lines in every plot
with two circles per line indicating the average minimum and maximum velocity for that
take. (see section 3.2)

6.2 Analysis
Most subjects made consistent settings between rounds. For the same key, every round
the spectrum slope was set similarly to the previous round. Some adjusted the spectrum
slope less consistently with no obvious tendency. An example of a gradual change to a
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brighter sound is the subject AF, where for each round the sound gets a little brighter.
Here it is reasonable to assume a learning effect, but for the other subjects this was not
observed.
Two subjects (KW, ML) set the slope very similarly for weak and strong dynamics. That
results in a similar timbre but the loudness would be different by 30 dB because of the
setting of the dynamics parameter on the synthesizer.
What seems to be common to everyone is a consistent setting of the timbre for the
strongest dynamic.(see Fig. 6.1 6.2) This might be due to better audibility.
A majority of the subjects settings for the maximum MIDI-velocity is somewhere near -6
dB/oct. These subjects also play their strongest dynamic near the maximum velocity
(127). Despite this the differences between some subjects settings was significant. As can
be seen in fig. 6.1 the subject CS timbre varies a lot more than for subject KW.
A statistical analysis of the settings was considered inappropriate and abundant. The
relatively small amount of data was not enough to employ statistical measures such as
standard deviation, expectancy and variance. The values would also be hard to interpret
since it is not a clear what the quantities would mean. Also comparing the subjects
without a suitable model or distribution was considered inapropriate.
Since most subject made reproducible settings, but had significantly different
preferences, it is believed that the diagrams showing the results will speak for themselves.
To fully understand realize the differences the best way would be to listen to sounds
made with these settings. As an example two samples of subjects playing their strongest
dynamic were made:
one take of CS playing C4 with the maximum slope set to -4.8 dB/oct.
one take of KW playing C4 with the maximum slope set to -10.8 dB/oct.
The two examples differ significantly in the way they sound. (sounds on enclosed CDROM or available through TMHs website)

Remarks
Some subjects often played at or near the maximum velocity 127, when playing their
hardest. This means that the scale of values that the MIDI-keyboard creates does not
account for those keystrokes that are actually stronger. One can only speculate how
much harder they played sometimes which produced the value 127 anyway. On the other
hand the timbre settings would reflect the preferences anyway provided the subjects were
consistent.
All subjects remarked that playing only one key on the instrument at a time felt awkward.
Some thought it made it harder to judge if the setting was right. Many would have
wanted to try to play it with polyphony. Another issue was what reference they should
have in mind when adjusting the spectrum slope. Which instrument should they have in
mind? All subjects had first learned to play on the acoustic piano. The answer they were
given was that they should adjust the instrument ”as it is” until it responded satisfactory
to their keystrokes. A few subjects mentioned after the test that the sound reminded
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them of the electric piano (Rhodes, Wurlitzer), and therefore might have influenced
their adjustments of the additive synthesizer. Others had tried to use their notion of the
piano as some kind of guidance.
Decay
Another remark was that the sound had a short decay for the overtones. This can be
verified by looking at a waveform from the additive synthesizer with the temporal
settings used throughout the tests by the subjects.
The actual decay for higher partials was found to be rather short. These two graphs
show the spectrum of C3 at times t=0,012245s and t= 0,212245 for an initial slope of 6dB/oct.. This illustrates the decay during 200ms after the attack phase.
FFT points: 2756/4096 Bandwidth 32 Hz Hanning window of 62 ms
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Fig 6.3 C3 -6dB/oct. tone at t=0,012245s. 10dB/div
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Fig 6.4 C3 -6dB/oct. tone at t= 0,212245 10dB/div.
The 16th partial decayed 70dB during the first 200ms of the decay phase. This rapid
decay probably influenced the subjects to perceive less brightness because of averaging
of sound energy [6] (see below). It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that they
might have set the (initial) spectrum slope higher than would be the case if the higher
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partials would die out slower. This might explain the high settings in relation to the
values of the piano. The comparison is not however completely fair since the timbre of
the piano is irregular and contains more transients which makes it sound less static.
Despite this the property was equal and constant for all subjects during the tests and
should therefore have influenced them to a similar extent.
Because the (initial) slope was sometimes as much as 0dB/oct., there would be an
abrupt end to the spectrum after the 32nd partial. Although this part of the spectrum
would decay fast, a rounder end to the spectrum would have been desirable.
Sound level comparison
For each subject and key the sound level difference between weakest and strongest was
calculated. To roughly estimate the perceived loudness one take of each key was chosen.
The sounds from the average (median) strongest and weakest dynamic was
reconstructed. The dB difference in RMS over the first 200ms of the sound was
calculated. This time interval was chosen because the human auditory system averages
sound energy and thus “smoothes” impulsive amplitude peaks within this interval [5].
The attack and first part of the decay of the sound which are the loudest would be within
this interval.

Fig. 6.5 dB (RMS) over 200ms for all subjects and keys (C4 blue, C5 green, C6 red)
These measurements show that for many subjects the difference in sound level
difference was substantial. It is not unreasonable to assume that this difference might
have influenced the settings of spectrum slope.
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One reason for this huge difference in sound level was the preliminary setting of 30 dB
difference in level for the fundamental partial between the maximum and minimum
MIDI-velocities.
A majority of the subjects had set a significantly higher slope for stronger touch.
Although some chose not to set the timbre very differently, the sound level for weak
and strong would differ at least 30 dB depending on how hard they played.

6.3 Force as a measure of effort
Initially part of this project was to investigate the relation between force as a measure of
effort, and timbre. Force would in this case be a measure of feedback that the player
receives when playing. The first step in such an investigation would be to see what the
relation was between force and MIDI-key velocity as generated by the keyboard used.
Here a brief account is given about what measurements showed.
A force transducer was mounted on top of the middle C key (C4), its center 23mm from
the edge of the key. The signal was recorded on a computer using Swell (Hitech
Development). Calibrations were made by putting a known weight on top of the force
transducer.
The key was played by the author with legato and staccato touch, striking the sensor.
Several series of the two types of touch at different dynamics were recorded. In parallell
MIDI-velocity for the keystrokes was recorded. The aim was to cover as much of the
MIDI key-velocity range as possible.
The force measurements gave different response characteristics for legato and staccato.
The following pictures illustrate this.
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Different maxima on these curves were related to MIDI-key velocity. When choosing
the maxima marked in the diagram a somewhat clear relationship presented itself. These
maxima represent the key reaching the bottom.

Fig 6.8 MIDI-force/Force
The data shows that it is hard to measure effort in terms of force for keyboards. The
maxima of the force-readings were not consistent for different kind of touch.
The graph (Fig 6.8) suggests that striking the key legato or staccato might require a
different force to achieve the same MIDI key-velocity.
Due to time constraints this aspect could not be investigated further. The results suggest
that using force as a measure of effort on MIDI-keyboards is problematic because it
might depend on how the keys are struck.
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7 Discussion and Conclusions
7.1 Limitations of the current study
The actual sound level at the location where the experiments were carried out was not
kept exactly constant for all subjects. Subjects might have gotten different feedback and
thus might have made different settings had they had the same level. Level settings of the
mixer, speakers and computer were constant at each test occasion i.e. each day.
It should be reasonable to speculate that this probably could have influenced the
settings for the weak dynamics, because the level might have been rather low. But the
results showed differences in preferences that could not be explained by this
shortcoming. By looking at the subjects who participated on the same date no common
traits could be discerned, nor did the different dates when compared reveal any
tendencies.
Another aspect of the synthesizer that could have influenced the results was the setting
of 30dB difference in the level of the fundamental. This meant that the actual level
difference between weak and strong could be as much as 80 dB (sec 6.2). Especially
when the difference in slope settings for weak and strong was considerable.
In hindsight it would have been sensible to have a smaller dynamic range of the additive
synthesizer. This would have improved the audibility of weaker dynamics. Some kind of
normalization of level of partials according to overall timbre would have been suitable.
The perceptual effect of different sound levels for different subjects could be anticipated
by the use of the Fletcher-Munson curves for perceived loudness.
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Fig. 7.1 The Fletcher-Munson curves for equal loudness.
As mentioned earlier the curves are fairly uniform for the employed frequencies, at least
between 200Hz and 10kHz. It is only in the area below 200 Hz that they become
narrower and higher, and thus any sound in this range would have to pass a much higher
threshold of audibility then increase in perceived loudness faster than higher frequencies
once the threshold is passed. If the levels were very low some frequencies would be
under the threshold of audibility and would not be heard and this might influence the
timbre settings. Because of the significant dynamic level of the instrument this would
probably affect the settings of spectrum slope for weak dynamics, where the level is
lower, but not for the strong dynamics.

7.2 Discussion
An important question was how much of the piano's characteristics should be
transferred to the synthesizer. This issue was also indirectly raised by the subjects.
Although it was decided that the sound should bear little resemblance to an actual
instrument the subjects often asked what they should refer to when adjusting the
synthesizer. Should they have the acoustic piano as a reference?
The subjects did not have many adjustment possibilities. Since the sound sounded very
synthetic and the temporal aspects of the sound were not possible to adjust precisely to
the piano because the much simpler ADR-envelope was used, and because of the
irregularity of the piano timbre, one can assume that subjects could have adjusted
according to different characteristics of different instruments they had played before.
But this choice of ideal could be seen as the essence of the subjects preferences.
Therefore whatever instrument and characteristic they were adjusting in accordance with
it would be representative for their preference.
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7.3 Conclusion
The results indicate significantly different settings for different subjects. The subjects
themselves made reproducible settings. Despite some limitations of the approaches
employed in this investigation, it was not believed that they would influence the subjects
perception of the timbre for strong dynamics. Also the differences in the dynamics used
by the subject reinforce these differences in personal preferences. This study has shown
that preferences in spectrum slope are different when it is employed in a deliberately
abstract synthetic sound.
To further the investigation of preferences in spectrum slope several things could be
done. Including more subjects might show other tendencies as well as reinforce the
results of this study. Also a firmer control of perceptual aspects might explain some
adjustments.
A model of the “timbre transition" between strong and weak dynamics would make it
possible to design an instrument with a timbre that would respond appropriately over the
whole dynamic range of keystrokes.
The investigation into force as a measure of effort was pursued only briefly because of
time constraints. It suggested however that the force varies depending the way in which
the keys are struck.
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